TEACHING 3 – The Power of Self-Awareness – Merlin-Stick
The Third Teaching from the spiritual Temple of Attilio Ferrara is reserved for the conscious
personal, spiritual growth. Only if a person has integrated the two previous Teachings and is
spiritually ready, he should accept the Third Teaching.
The Merlin Stick in Attilio Ferrara’s Teachings means the power and the spiritual knowledge
of the leader’s stick, which was in the possession of various exceptional personalities over the
centuries. The stick was, as the name says, the stick of the sorcerer Merlin, among others.
Characterized by the universal knowledge and the different tasks of the previous owner of
the stick, the power of self-awareness returns through the Third Lesson.
Dealing with the high frequencies of Atlantis, the Sun, the Moon and Venus helps to better
navigate the daily life. The frequencies give back self-value and strength. With the
acceptance of the Third Teaching, mental power is increased many times. It enables
conscious dealing with the power of thought and gives the capability to build up divine
symbols in rooms. The Third Teaching reinforces self-awareness and releases power for the
development of a strong personality.
With every consecration the extension of the Light Body grows individually. This extension
enables the AUNDA-healers to absorb more light and knowledge. The growing strength, the
clarity of thoughts and the deep belief in oneself give self-recognition and selfunderstanding. Basicly is valid: With each Teaching, not only does the energy become
stronger, but a conscious process also is initiated, in which the AUNDA-healer can recognize
old patterns and release them.
The Third Teaching consists of eight consecrations and can be accepted at different time
intervals.
Prerequisites for the acceptance of the Third Teaching:
 Teaching 2 - must be integrated at least half a year (before start Teaching 3)
 Voice Frequency I and II up to 300,000 BU
Consecrations of the Third Teaching:
The frequency of Atlantis
The frequency of Atlantis divinely recognized
The frequency of the Sun
The frequency of the Sun divinely recognized
The frequency of the Moon
The frequency of the Moon divinely recognized
The frequency of Venus
The frequency of Venus divinely recognized
Handing over the Merlin-Stick (Power of the whole Teaching 3)
After completing the Teaching a certificate will be issued.

